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The electronic structure around an impurity in spin-triplet p-wave superconductors is studied by the
Bogoliubov–de Gennes theory on a tight-binding model, where we have chosen sin px+i sin py-wave or
sin�px+ py�+ i sin�−px+ py�-wave states, which are considered to be candidates for the pairing state in Sr2RuO4.
We calculate the spontaneous current and the local density of states around the impurity and discuss the
difference between the two types of pairing. We propose that it is possible to discriminate the two pairing states
by studying the spatial dependence of the magnetic field around a pair of impurities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of superconductivity in Sr2RuO4 by
Maeno et al.1 has activated the field of spin-triplet
superconductivity,2 which has been studied for more than 30
years.3,4 There are many studies suggesting that spin-triplet
pairing is realized in Sr2RuO4.5–11 The presence of a sponta-
neous magnetic field suggested from the �SR experiment is
consistent with a chiral superconductivity with a broken time
reversal symmetry �BTRSS�.12 Tunneling spectroscopy with
a zero bias conductance peak13 is also consistent with spin-
triplet pairing with BTRSS.14

Theoretically, several pairing states and/or microscopic
mechanisms for spin-triplet p-wave pairing in Sr2RuO4 have
been proposed.15–20 Although there are three bands in
Sr2RuO4, it is possible to consider the essence of the super-
conducting property only by considering the quasi-two-
dimensional � band. For simplicity, we classify the pairings
for Sr2RuO4 as two types, which are qualitatively consistent
with experiments of specific heat.21 The first type is the
sin px+ i sin py wave proposed by Miyake and Narikiyo
�MN�,15 where Cooper pairs are formed between nearest-
neighbor sites. The second one is the sin�px+ py�+ i sin�−px

+ py�-wave state proposed by Arita, Onari, Kuroki, and Aoki
�AOKA�,17 where the pairs are formed between next-nearest-
neighbor sites. The pairing which has been proposed based
on the third-order perturbation theory18,19 has more higher
harmonics, where the most dominant component is the
sin�px+ py�+ i sin�−px+ py�-wave pairing. In the following,
we call sin px+ i sin py-wave pairing and sin�px+ py�
+ i sin�−px+ py�-wave pairing MN-type pairing, and AOKA-
type, respectively. The discrimination of the MN-type and
the AOKA-type pairings is important because it is strongly

related to the study of the superconducting properties and the
pairing mechanism of Sr2RuO4. One of the remarkable dif-
ferences of the two pairing states is the winding number of
the pairing function when we trace its phase along the
�-band Fermi surface.22 The winding number is one in the
MN-type pairing; three in the AOKA-type pairing. It is in-
teresting to propose a new idea to discriminate these two
pairings having different topological characters.

The aim of this paper is to propose that the experimental
observation of the electronic properties and the internal field
around an impurity can be used to discriminate the two pair-
ing states. As shown in recent experiments by Lupien et al.,
it is possible to observe the local density of states �LDOS�
in Sr2RuO4 with high accuracy.23 There are some works
studying the modulation of the electronic structure around
the magnetic and/or nonmagnetic impurities in
superconductors.24–26 From the electronic structures modu-
lated around impurities, we can obtain the features of the
electronic states in the superconductor, including the
anisotropies of the pairing and the Fermi surface. The action
of the nonmagnetic impurities cannot be neglected in the
bulk properties of the unconventional superconductors, while
it is absent in the conventional superconductors. Among the
unconventional superconductors, when the pairing is
BTRSS, spontaneous circular current is induced around a
nonmagnetic impurity.27,28 This may be a possible origin of
the spontaneous magnetic field observed in the �SR
experiment.12 The induced currents and magnetic fields do
not appear around nonmagnetic impurities in the conven-
tional and unconventional superconductors with time rever-
sal symmetry.

After describing our formulation by the Bogoliubov–de
Genens �BdG� theory in Sec. II, we study the single impurity
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state in Sec. III, calculating the LDOS and spontaneous mag-
netic field around a nonmagnetic impurity to discuss the dif-
ference between the two pairings; NM type and AOKA type.
In Sec. IV, we consider the case of two nonmagnetic impu-
rities, which shows eminent difference of two pairings. The
last section is devoted to the summary.

II. BOGOLIUBOV-de GENNES THEORY

We start from the tight-binding model with nonlocal spin-
triplet p-wave pairing interactions22 to study the electronic
states around an impurity. The Hamiltonian is given by

H = �
j,i,�

Kijaj,�
† ai,� + �

i,j
�� jiaj,↑

† ai,↓
† + c.c.� , �1�

where Ki,j =−ti,j − ��+��imp,i��i,j, and we assume that the d
vector of the pair potential is parallel to the z axis in the spin
space. We set ti,j = t, �−0.4t� for the transfer between nearest-
�second nearest� neighbor sites in the two-dimensional
square lattice of Ru atoms. The sites are labeled i= �ix , iy�.
We neglect the vector potential due to the induced magnetic
field in the transfer term, since this contribution is small in
typical type-II superconductors. The energy and the tempera-
ture are scaled by t throughout this paper. The chemical po-
tential �, which depends on the temperature, is tuned so that
the density of electron is fixed at �n�= 4

3 . This reproduces the
Fermi surface topology of the � sheet in Sr2RuO4.22

We consider a system with a square unit cell of Nr�Nr
sites. Here, we show the results for Nr=31. An impurity is
located at the center of the unit cell. Then, within 31�31
sites, a nonmagnetic impurity is located at the center site i
= �16,16� for the single impurity case, or two impurities are
located at i= �15,15� and �16, 16� in the case of two impu-
rities. At the impurity sites, we assume that Ru atoms are
switched with the impurities and introduce the impurity po-
tential ��imp,i at the impurity site, as is the standard method
for treating nonmagnetic impurities. We consider the case
when ��imp,i=−17.5t, which is a strong impurity potential, as
a Ti doped case, and the wave functions are almost zero at
the impurity site. In order to avoid the artificial effects
caused by the discrete energy levels of a finite system, our
calculations are performed in the system of Nk�Nk unit cells
with a periodic boundary condition based on the concept of
the Bloch state, so that the energy spectrum is almost con-
tinuous in this large system.

Using the Bogoliubov transformation

�ai,↑

ai,↓
† � = �

�
�u��ri� u���ri�

v��ri� v���ri�
���↑,�

�↓,�
† � , �2�

we obtain the BdG equation

�
i
�Kji � ji

� ji
† − Kji

* ��u��ri�
v��ri�

� = E��u��r j�
v��r j�

� , �3�

where � ji
† =�ij

* . From the BdG equation with eigenenergy
−E�, we obtain wave functions �u���r j� ,v���r j�	. Using the re-
lation � ji=−�ij in the triplet pairing, we see that
�u���r j� ,v���r j�	= �v�

*�r j� ,u�
*�r j�	. We note that in the singlet

pairing �u���r j� ,v���r j�	= �−v�
*�r j� ,u�

*�r j�	, since � ji=�ij.
Introducing the quasimomentum

k =
2�

aNrNk
�lx,ly�, �lx,ly = 1, ¯ ,Nk� �4�

with the lattice constant a, we can write the wave functions
in Eq. �3� as the Bloch states;

u��r� = ũk,�k
�r�eik·r, v��r� = ṽk,�k

�r�eik·r. �5�

The eigenstate � in Eq. �3� can be labeled by the quasimo-
mentum k and the eigenenergy �k given k. Since the wave
functions ũk,�k

and ṽk,�k
satisfy the periodic boundary condi-

tion for a unit cell with Nr�Nr site, we numerically solve the
eigenvalue problem of the 2Nr

2�2Nr
2 matrix in Eq. �3� with

the substitution of Eq. �5� in a unit cell for each k, and obtain
the wave functions u��r�, v��r� and the eigenenergies E�. We
typically consider the case gz,ji=−t at a low temperature T
=0.01t.

The self-consistent condition for the spin-triplet pair po-
tential is

�ij = gz,ji��aj↓ai↑� + �aj↑ai↓�� �6�

with

�aj↓ai↑� = �
�

v�
*�r j�u��ri�f�E�� , �7�

�aj↑ai↓� = �
�

u��r j�v�
*�ri�f�− E�� , �8�

where f�E��= ��↑,�
† �↑,�� is the Fermi distribution function, and

gz,ji is the spin-triplet pairing interaction. The summation for
� indicates that we add all contributions from eigenstates
with both positive and negative eigenenergies. The orbital
part of the pair potential at each site i can be decomposed
into sin px- and sin py-components as

�px
�ri� = ��i,i+x̂ − �i,i−x̂�/2, �9�

�py
�ri� = ��i,i+ŷ − �i,i−ŷ�/2 �10�

as gz,ij is nonzero for only the nearest-neighbor �NN� site
pair in the MN-type pairing. For sin px± i sin py-wave super-
conductivity, we define the pair potential as �±�ri�

�px

�ri�±i�py
�ri�. When the pair potential is uniform, this

BdG formulation is reduced to the conventional theory for
p-wave superconductors with the MN-type pairing functions,
which has an anisotropic gap �sin2 px+sin2 py�1/2. In the
AOKA-type pairing case, as gz,ij is nonzero for only the sec-
ond nearest site pairs, the pair potential �±��ri� is defined by
�i,i+�x̂+ŷ� and �i,i+�−x̂+ŷ� instead of �i,i+x̂ and �i,i+ŷ. By alter-
nately solving Eqs. �3� and �6�, we obtain the self-consistent
solution for the impurity state.

To investigate the electronic structure around the impu-
rity, we calculate the LDOS at the ith site as

N�E,ri� = �
�

��u��ri��2 ��E − E�� + �v��ri��2 ��E + E�� , �11�

using self-consistently obtained u��ri�, v��ri�, and E�.
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The supercurrent j�r� in the tight-binding model is calcu-
lated as

jê�ri� = 2�e�c Im�ti+ê,i�
�

�ai+ê,�
† ai,���

= 2�e�c Im�ti+ê,i�
�

�u�
*�ri+ê�u��ri�f�E��

+ v��ri+ê�v�
*�ri�„1 − f�E��…	� �12�

for the ê-direction bond �ê= ± x̂ , ± ŷ� at site ri. The spontane-
ous current jê�ri�, induced around an impurity, circles around
the impurity when time reversal symmetry is broken. From
the current, we evaluate the spontaneous internal field H�r�
through the Maxwell equation ��H=4� /c j�r�.

III. SINGLE IMPURITY

A. Order parameter around the impurity

First we study the properties around a single impurity,
which is located at site �16,16�, and compare the results of
the MN-type and the AOKA-type pairing cases. Figure 1
shows the pair potential structure around the impurity for
MN-type pairing and for AOKA-type pairing. The amplitude
of the dominant chiral component ��+ or �+� here� vanishes
at the impurity site, and recovers within a few sites from the
impurity, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. On the other hand, the other

component with opposite chirality ��− or �−�� is induced
around the impurity, as shown in Fig. 1�b�.

The phase structure of the induced component, shown in
Fig. 1�c�, has a remarkable difference between the two pair-
ing cases, reflecting the winding along the Fermi surface. In
the MN case, Arg�− has +2-windings at the impurity site,
and −1-winding at four sites located eight sites away from
the impurity along the vertical and the horizontal directions.
In the AOKA case, Arg�−� has −6-windings at the impurity
site, and +1-winding at four sites located on the diagonal
directions in addition to +1-winding at four sites on the ver-
tical and horizontal directions. Since the amplitude of the
induced component vanishes at these winding center sites,
��−�� is more suppressed around the impurity with
−6-windings, and the tails of ��−�� have a shape extending
toward eight directions far from the impurity.

The special features of the impurity states in the super-
conductor with BTRSS come from two-component pair po-
tential �±��±�� with positive and negative chirality �i.e., non-
zero angular momentum of the Cooper pair�. Around an
impurity where the dominant chiral component is sup-
pressed, there appears to be the opposite chiral component,
which has phase winding around the impurity. Due to the
phase winding, the supercurrent circles around the impurity
and a spontaneous magnetic field appears. From the differ-
ence of the winding structure of the induced chiral compo-
nent, there appears to be some differences in the spontaneous
field distribution around the impurity between the MN-type
and the AOKA-type pairings, as discussed below.

B. Spontaneous current and magnetic field

In Fig. 2�a�, we plot the spontaneous current jê�r� around
the impurity. The current circles around the impurity, and the
staggered current spreads toward the diagonal direction. The
current in the diagonal direction is larger in the MN case.

We show the internal magnetic field in Fig. 2�b�. The
spontaneous field at the impurity site is oriented to the −z

FIG. 1. �Color� Spatial structure of the pairing potential for the
MN-type �left panels� and the AOKA-type �right panels� pairings.
We show a region consisting of 21�21 sites with the impurity
located at the center. �a� Amplitude of the dominant chiral compo-
nent, ��+�r�� or ��+��r��. �b� Amplitude of the induced opposite chi-
ral component, ��−�r�� or ��−��r��. �c� Phase structure of the induced
component, Arg�−�r� or Arg�−��r�. The phase of the dominant chi-
ral component is almost uniform.

FIG. 2. �Color� �a� The spontaneous current je�r� and �b� the
internal magnetic field distribution H�r� around a single impurity
for the MN-type �left panels� and the AOKA-type �right panels�
pairings. We show a region consisting of 11�11 sites with the
impurity at the center. Solid circles in �a� indicate the impurity site.
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direction. This induced field is larger in the AOKA case,
since the spontaneous current around the impurity is larger
�Fig. 2�a�	 due to the −6-winding of �−� at the impurity �Fig.
1�c�	. To compensate for the spontaneous field at the impu-
rity site, the spontaneous field is oriented toward the +z di-
rection near the impurity along the horizontal and vertical
directions.

C. Local density of states

Figure 3�a� shows the LDOS N�E ,ri� around the impurity.
We plot the N�E ,ri� at the nearest site ri= �15,16�, at the
second nearest site �15,15�, and at the farthest site �1,1�. The
energy spectrum of the uniform state with a p-wave aniso-
tropic gap is reproduced at a site �1,1� far from an impurity.
The asymmetry of +E and −E at a site �1,1� comes from the
particle-hole asymmetry of the density of states �DOS� in the
� band with t�=−0.4t. Split LDOS peaks appear within the
gap at �15,15� and �15,16� near the impurity. The side peak in
the positive energy range is larger than that in the negative
range for both pairings. When we compare the wave func-
tions at the side peaks in the positive and negative energy
ranges, the amplitude of the wave function in the positive
energy range has a larger amplitude near the impurity. This
difference may be related to the spontaneous current around
the impurity.

In Fig. 3�a�, the peak at �15,15� is larger �smaller� than
that at �15,16� in AOKA-type �MN-type� pairing. The LDOS
at this peak energy is shown in Fig. 3�b�. The tail structure
far from the impurity is similar, but the LDOS at nearest and
second nearest sites is different between MN-type and
AOKA-type pairings. In the case of AOKA-type �MN-type�

pairing between diagonal �vertical� site quasiparticles, the
low energy state is likely to appear in the diagonal �vertical�
site next to the impurity site. The anisotropic gap structure
on the Fermi surface also contributes to the difference of
the LDOS. In the AOKA-type pairing, the gap amplitude
has local minimum at �110	 directions on the Fermi surface
in addition to the minimum at �100	 directions, as shown in
Fig. 1 of Ref. 22.

FIG. 3. �Color� �a� Spectrum
of the LDOS N�E ,r� at sites
�15,15�, �15,16�, and �1,1�. �b�
Density plot of the LDOS N�E
�0,r� at the peak energy of the
spectrum near E�0 within a unit
cell of 31�31 sites. The left and
right panels are, respectively, for
the MN-type and the AOKA-type
pairings.

FIG. 4. �Color� �a� The spontaneous current je�r� and �b� the
internal magnetic field H�r� for the MN-type �left panels�, and the
AOKA-type �right panels� pairings when a pair of impurities is
situated in the diagonal direction. We show a region of 10�10 sites
for �a� and a region of 20�20 sites for �b� around the impurities.
Solid circles in �a� indicate the impurity sites.
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IV. TWO IMPURITIES

As we have seen in Fig. 2�b�, a drastic qualitative differ-
ence is not seen in the internal field between the two pairings
in the case of single impurity. However, in the multiple im-
purity case, there are some cases producing qualitative dif-
ferences between the two pairing cases in the spontaneous
field distribution around the impurities due to the interfer-
ence of the phase of the induced opposite chiral component
�i.e., �−�r� or �−��r� in Fig. 1	. As an example of this effect,
we report the case when two impurities are located at next-
nearest neighboring sites, i.e., sites �15,15� and �16,16� in our
calculation. As in the single impurity case, the zero energy
LDOS is large at the nearest site of the impurities for MN
type, and at the next nearest site for AOKA type.

As shown in Fig. 4, the spontaneous current and the field
distribution is not a simple summation of the distribution of
the single impurity case, since the strong interference is at
work between the two impurities. It is remarkable that for the
MN-type pairing, the field intensity is strong in the direction
perpendicular to the direction in which the impurities are
aligned. The field orientation is toward the +z direction in
this case. On the other hand, in AOKA-type pairing, the
spontaneous field, oriented toward the −z direction, has a
strong intensity in the direction parallel to the impurity align-
ment. This is a good example of the phenomena in which a
difference in the phase windings of the pairing function on
the Fermi surface results in experimentally observable quan-
tities.

Therefore, it is valuable to experimentally examine the
relation between the configurations of multi-impurities and
the spontaneous magnetic field distribution around the impu-
rities. This will be possible if we combine the STM and the
field observation methods. By using STM, the configuration
of impurities can be identified, and we expect the observa-

tion of the magnetic field distribution around the impurities.
If we will scan the various configurations of impurities in
SrRuO4, we will obtain the relation of the impurity configu-
rations and spontaneous field distribution, giving information
for the pairing states.

V. SUMMARY

We have calculated, on the basis of the BdG equation, the
spontaneous field and the electronic structure around the im-
purities in a spin-triplet chiral p-wave superconductor, where
we compare the results between the MN-type pairing sin px
+ i sin py and the AOKA-type pairing sin�px+ py�+ i sin�−px

+ py�.
We have shown that differences between the two pairings

appear in the LDOS structure at the sites nearest and next
nearest to the impurity site. Namely, the zero energy LDOS
at the nearest site is found to be larger �smaller� than the
LDOS at the second nearest site for MN-type �AOKA-type�
pairing. When a pair of impurities is situated in the diagonal
direction, the spontaneous magnetic field distribution around
the impurities is quite different between the two pairings.
The spontaneous field has a strong intensity along the line
perpendicular �parallel� to the direction in which the two
impurities are aligned in the MN-type �AOKA-type� pairing.
We expect that the properties around the impurities shown
here provide information for distinguishing the pairing state
of Sr2RuO4.
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